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HOTEL I FLAMINGO BEACH

INTRODUCTION

As a complement to the Management Review, which summarises the environmental activity carried out in the centre 

during the period in question, the SOCIAL/CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC actions are given below, as required for the  

TRAVELIFE Sustainability standard, demonstrating the centre’s commitment to sustainable development in these 

aspects.

As part of its policy of commitment to the Local Community, NORDOTEL has the obligation to contribute to the 

improvement and greater well-being of the social environment in which it operates, creating opportunities for economic 

and social development.

THE OBJECTIVES AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE STUDY PERIOD WERE AS FOLLOWS:

CERTIFICATION
· The center has been certified with the TRAVELIFE sustainability system since 2012.

· The center has been ISO 14001 certified since 2010.
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INTEGRATION

· Strict respect of local culture is guaranteed. Knowledge of the destination is promoted through thematic and 

promotional activities and is shared with customers through information presented in the centre.

·  We take into account the natural value of the environment in which the hotel is located, and we respect the 

surrounding local communities and ecosystems, natural parks and special protection areas.

COLLABORATION AND DIALOGUE

We maintain a dialogue with the social and institutional actors in Yaiza town council through the Management Teams, 

promoting cooperation and collaboration as regards:

· Compliance with local and regional legislation relating to the environment, society, human resources, etc.

·  Implementation of policies for saving natural resources, water, energy, etc.

· Monitoring, through the websites of the Yaiza town council, major announcements and relevant news in order to 

assess opportunities to improve and work towards the same goals. 

PURCHASES

The centre’s policy is to use, wherever possible, products and services provided by the suppliers which comply with the 

centre’s sustainability policies, favoring those which also have less of an impact on the environment. Reducing pollution 

from transport is a major consideration on which the choice of local suppliers is based wherever possible.

70% of our suppliers are local, increasing this figure by the end of 2017 by 2% compared to the 

previous year.
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EMPLOYMENT

Through its Corporate Policy, NORDOTEL is committed to complying with employment contracts, in accordance with the 

current legislation, promoting the integration of the local community through a high percentage of jobs offered.

• In terms of sustainability aspects relating to employment, the following aspects are borne in mind: 

· Conversion of temporary staff into permanent staff, 10% more 2017 vs 2016.

·  Internal promotion. 6% more 2017 vs 2016.

· Recruitment (male / female). 75% men vs 25% women.

· Recruitment of local staff. 35% Canarian, 40% Spanish from peninsula and 25% foreign.

               

                           

SOCIAL INVESTMENT

Collaborative actions such as those described below were carried out with the following local entites:

· Sponsorship of local sports activities.

·  Donation of leftover or reusable materials to non-profit social groups.

· Donation of free stay for organizations for social welfare. 

· Fundraising for animal protection association.

· Community support initiatives and healthy programs:

ENTITY SOCIAL GROUP/PROGRAMME ACTIVITY AREA - DATES

YAIZA TOWN COUNCIL SOCIAL ASSOCIATION
Donation of material of the 

activities of animation (clothes, 
caps, books, colors ...)

Annual

TUI ONE SEVICE
CHARITY EVENT  SOCIAL WELFARE ORGANISMS Donation of free stays for 

events Annual

ENTITY SOCIAL GROUP/PROGRAMME ACTIVITY AREA - DATES

SARA ANIMAL PROTECTION 
ASSOCIATION Fundraising Annual

ENTITY SOCIAL GROUP/PROGRAMME ACTIVITY AREA - DATES

DIVING CLUB NON STOP SPORT ACTIVITIES Sponsorship of local sports 
activities Annual

· Donations of accommodation and transfer of facilities:

· Biodiversity and social welfare projects:
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ENVIRONMENT
· The center has an EMS in place in accordance with ISO 14001:2015.

·  In order to analyse the environmental actions and objectives achieved during the period in question, please see the 

2017 Management Review, in which compliance with the objectives and actions led by the center is analyses in terms 

of environmental management.

·  In accordance with our sustainability policy, we are committed to the preventing pollution and complying with the 

environmental legislation within the framework of continuous improvement.

· Therefore, every year we endeavour to measure, alleviate and offset the impact of our activities on the environment, 

implementing policies to save energy, water and resources in general and making economic savings in the workplace. 

With the measures implemented this year we have gone from 9.46 Kwh per customer per day consumed to 8.82 Kwh.

· This year we have reached 2 of the 3 environmental objectives set. We have reduced water consumption (liter per 

customer day) compared to 2016, from 350 liters per person per day to 310 liters per person per day.

CONCLUSIONS - ACTION PLAN
The main SOCIAL/CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC aspects and actions to be taken into account for the next financial year 

are given below, as agreed by the Centre Director and the Centre Environmental Manager, with the aim of enabling us to 

act in line with our sustainability policy and meet the requirements of the TRAVELIFE standard.

· To continue to promote the saving of natural resources, providing new training to employees and reinforcing the 

information conveyed to customers, either directly in the rooms or via the internet...

· To maintain or improve the ratio of local/foreign workers.

· To maintain or improve the ratio of local suppliers/suppliers from the peninsula.

· To continue with the fundraising campaign for the SARA animal protection association.

· To continue with support campaigns for social entities and ecologists.

In Playa Blanca, Yaiza on 20 September 2018


